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Abstract 
We have developed a novel human face 

tracking system that operates in real time at 
the video frame rate without a need for any 
special hardware. Our approach is based on 
the use of Lie algebras, and uses 3D feature 
points on the target human face. The 
resulting tracker performed very well on the 
task of tracking a human face. 

1 Introduction 
The visual tracking of human faces is useful 

for numerous applications, including human 
computer interaction, surveillance and face 
identification. 

Recovering the human face position and 
orientation automatically fkom a video is a 
challenging task. The difFiculty comes from 
the wide range of appearances that can be 
generated under various illumination 
conditions and facial expressions. Black and 
Yacoob[ll applied parametric 2D models to 
track the motion of a user's head. Blake and 
Isard[BI have proposed a probabilistic 
tracking paradigm, and applied it to a human 
face with edge features. Cootes and Taylorl31 
have proposed a tracking technique with 
deformable face models which is constrained 
by a statistical model of shape. While most 
studies neglect real-time processing, Harville 
and ~ahimi[4]  have developed a video-rate 
face tracking system with stereo cameras and 
a video-rate range sensor. 

Our goal is to develop a video-rate face 
tracking system that requires no special 
hardware so that it can be used on popular 
personal computers. Recently, Drummond 
and Cipolla[51 have developed a real-time 
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visual tracking system for complex structures 
like ship models. This fast system used the 
edge features of the target, and Lie 
algebras161 were introduced for estimating 
motions. 

Our proposed face tracking system uses 3D 
feature points on the target human face 
instead of edges. We have also adapted Lie 
algebras to the algorithm of estimating 
motion matrices of a target human face. 

2 Motion estimation 
The approach for tracking is based on 

estimating the camera projection matrix, P, 
for the facial 3D model. This projection matrix, 
P, is represented as the product of a matrix of 
internal camera parameters, K, and a 
Euclidean projection matrix, E, representing 
the position and orientation of the camera 
relative to the target object: 

E = [ R I ~ ]  withRRT = I  and I R I = ~  (1) 

The projective coordinates[71 of the feature 
points are given by 

with actual image coordinates given by 

(s) = (;::I 
We assumed that K is given. Therefore, the 

key algorithm is to estimate the Euclidean 
matrix E, which means the rigid motion 
parameters of the camera. While a 3x4 
Euclidean matrix has twelve elements, it has 
only six d.0.f. Because of this redundancy, i t  



was Micul t  to obtain a reliable solution. 
To do this estimation, we adopted the 

technique of representing Merences in the 
Euclidean matrix by six parameters that 
describe camera motion using Lie algebra. By 
solving the equation, the six motion 
parameters are given directly. 

Rigid motion of the camera between video 
frames can be represented by the right side 
multiplication of the form: 

This M forms a 4x4 matrix representation 
of the group SE(3), which is a 6-dimensional 
Lie group. The following matrices represent 
the generators of this group we use, which 
mean translations in the x, y, and z directions, 
and rotations about the x, y, and z axes. 

These generators Gi-s form a basis for the 
vector space of derivatives of SE(3) at  identity. 
We can calculate the matrix M from Gi and 
a , ,  the quantity of each generated motion 

For small a , ,  the equation is approximated 
as follows. 

m 

In order to estimate the quantity a , ,  we 

generating motion Li. This can be computed 
as: 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the 
total motion vector and i-th generating motion 
vectors Li of a feature point. 

Position x(t)= (c, V I t  - - 
0 Position x(t+ 1 )= (u , v ),+, 

Figure 1 : Computing motion vector Li 

The total moving vector between time t and 
t+l can be represented as a linear 
combination of the Li-s. Therefore, we 
obtained the following equations. 

have considered the partial derivative of the 
projective image coordinates under the i-th 



(n, fi) = 0 

We estimate ai, by a least square approach. 

Now we have the motion matrix M by ~q.(7) .  
Then, the Euclidean matrix E is updated by: 

simply returns the location of the darkest 
pixel within local search windows. This 
enabled us to reduce computational cost and 
maximize tracking performance. Of course 
other detection methods are also available, 
such as the use of a corner detector or 
correlation matching according to the CPU 
power. 

Initial model fitting performs a local feature 
search on the plane normal to the optical axis 
(Figure2). Updated 3D positions are given by: 

The Rotation matrix R of E must be 
orthogonal, and the singular values of R 
should be 1. Therefore we applied the 
following technique "~ulideaniseo" using 
SVD to transform E. 

R = U W V ~ ,  R'= uvT 
(13) 

Euclideanise(E) = [R' I t ] 
Using the abwe algorithm, we can fit the 

observed motion of the feature points. Once 
the Euclidean matrix is obtained, we can 
easily compute the pose and orientation of the 
target human face. 

3 Implementation 
We assume that the roughly estimated face 

model (relative coordinates of the 3D feature 
points) is known. First, we determine the 
initial position of the face model by a model 
fitting technique. Then, the tracking is 
operated by the following sequence. 
1. Capture the new video hame and render 

feature points to the image plane. 
2. Search for new positions of the feature 

points on the image plane. 
3. Obtain the Euclidean matrix horn the 

moving vector and the 3D information for 
the points. 

4. Rotate and translate the feature points by 
using the Euclidean matrix and render the 
new points on the image. 

In our implementation, we use a simple 
feature detector. That is to say, for detecting 
such feature points as eyes, nostrils and 
eyebrows, we used a dark-pixel finder which 
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Figure 2: Facial model fitting 

4 Experimental results 
We did some tracking experiments with a 

real human face. These experiments were 
conducted with an SGI 0 2  workstation 
(225MHz). Figure 3 shows images captured in 
the tracking sequences. Facial orientation is 
represented as a square and line markers in 
the images. 

Our experimental results were very 
satisfactory and showed that the tracker can 
successfully compute the position and attitude 
of a target human face in real time at video 
frame rate. 



Figure 3: Experimental tracking results 

5 Conclusion 
We have developed a fast human face 

tracking system that can track in real-time 
a t  video-rate. The advantage of our system 
is that it does not need any special 
hardware such as an  image processing chip 
or stereo cameras. 

Additionally, we have applied a novel 
motion estimation technique using Lie 
algebras to the system. The six 3D motion 
parameters are directly estimated using 
this algorithm. This leads to better 
performance for the tracking system. In our 
experiments, the system has shown better 
stability than a conventional tracker using 
such tracking methods as the weak 
perspective technique. 
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